
Basic Computer Knowledge and typing skills
Should have good internet connectivity.
Must have their Laptop / Desktop at home and good knowledge of google docs, sheets.
Should be native to one of the nine languages (Hindi, Telugu, Chhattisgarhi, Bengali, Kannada, Marathi, Maithili,
Magahi, Bhojpuri).
Having a degree in native language related course or program is a plus.
Should have basic knowledge in the one or multiple domains (agriculture, finance) and should be able to compose
best quality sentences on the topics given from each domain.
Should have excellent writing skills and grammatical knowledge.
Excellent typing skills with at least 40 WPM

This work can be done from anywhere. It is a work from home (WFH)job.

Undergraduate, Graduate, Post Graduate can apply. 
Freshers and experienced both can apply for this job. However, candidates with prior experience with sentence
composition will be given more preference.

We are looking for a candidate who is very active and has excellent writing skills.
The candidate is expected to write the sentences in a dialect your language.
His/ her role will be to compose a few sentences in their dialect for each topic by using rich vocabulary and increasing
the vocabulary size gradually as more sentences are composed, building sentences of 8-15 words long and without
making any grammatical errors.
There should be no copyright text or google translated text from other languages. 
The candidate is expected to use relevant terminologies and compose sentences for each given topic in that
language. 
The candidate will be responsible for sentences entered in a given google document.
The candidate should be regular with the given task.

SPIRE LAB, IISc, has taken initiative to create resources for speech technology development such as automatic speech
recognition (ASR) . There are job opportunities in this project in the position of sentence composer (it is a work from home
job).

Job Profile Name 
Sentence composition in your local dialect

Skills/ requirements 

Job Location

Qualification

Basic remuneration 
₹1000 per 200 sentences.

Job description and responsibility

SPEECH RECOGNITION IN AGRICULTURE
AND FINANCE FOR THE POOR IN INDIA

CLICK HERE TO
APPLY NOW 

https://respin.iisc.ac.in/
https://spire.ee.iisc.ac.in/spire/index.php
https://iisc.ac.in/
https://forms.gle/K5ZkTkrH1k3PBBHH9

